### 2016 Editorial Programme – Special Features

#### January/February 2016
- Asian Focus • Deck Machinery • Fire-Fighting & Pollution Control
- LNG Operations & Innovations: Full coverage of this rapidly developing field

Distributed at: **AOG – Australia, and APM – Singapore**
Advert Material Deadline: 8 January 2016  
Publication Date: 29 January 2016

#### March/April 2016
- Australian Focus • Dynamic Positioning • Naval Architecture & Vessel Design
- Emerging Markets: We take a look at important new industry developments in Africa

Distributed at: **OTC – USA**
Advert Material Deadline: 26 February 2016  
Publication Date: 18 March 2016

#### May/June 2016
- North American Special • Diving & Underwater Services • Offshore Innovation
- **ITS 2016 Preview**: The low-down on this year’s essential industry convention and exhibition

Distributed at: **ITS 2016 Boston – USA, and Seawork – UK**
Advert Material Deadline: 15 April 2016  
Publication Date: 6 May 2016

**ITS 2016 Convention Handbook**
Distributed to all delegates, exhibitors and visitors at **ITS 2016 Boston**
Advert Material Deadline: 15 April 2016  
Publication Date: 6 May 2016

#### July/August 2016
- South American Focus • Propulsion • Classification Societies • SMM Preview
- Includes **A-Z Guide to Tug and OSV Builders and Repairers 2016**

Distributed at: **SMM – Germany**
Advert Material Deadline: 24 June 2016  
Publication Date: 15 July 2016

#### September/October 2016
- Middle East Focus • Insurance • Deck Machinery
- Anchor-Handling: The challenges, new developments, lessons learned

Distributed at: **Middle East Maritime Dubai – UAE**
Advert Material Deadline: 26 August 2016  
Publication Date: 16 September 2016

#### November/December 2016
- North American Focus • Training • Ballast Water Treatment
- Economic Operation: Protecting the bottom line through technology and crew awareness

Distributed at: **International WorkBoat Show – USA**
Advert Material Deadline: 21 October 2016  
Publication Date: 11 November 2016

**Tug & OSV Review 2016**
Advert Material Deadline: 6 December 2016  
Publication Date: 13 January 2017

#### January/February 2017
- Asian Focus • Deck Machinery • Fire-Fighting & Pollution Control
- LNG Operations & Innovations: Full coverage of this rapidly developing field

Advert Material Deadline: 6 January 2017  
Publication Date: 27 January 2017

Additional features added at the editor’s discretion. Editorial deadline is a minimum of two weeks before the advert material deadline. Contributions for consideration should be sent to the editorial team.

This editorial programme is subject to change – please visit our website for the most up-to-date version.
2016 Editorial Programme – Regular Features

*International Tug & OSV, incorporating Salvage News (IT&O)* is published six times a year and each issue is read by a worldwide audience of more than 8,000 senior professionals.

2016 will see the influential ITS Convention & Exhibition return to the US, and the May/June issue will feature a full preview of the event and special coverage of the North American market. Throughout the year, the magazine will continue to deliver news and developments from around the industry, including analysis and interviews with key people in the worlds of towage, salvage and offshore support.

In IT&O you will also find articles from the following range of regular features (special features are shown overleaf):

- **Tug & OSV Deliveries**
  Detailed reports on key new vessels and their equipment together with high quality images, plus many more in Brief

- **New Orders & Contracts**
  Key updates on new vessels and other major deals, including details on where and how they will be deployed

- **Salvage**
  Reports on incidents, inquiries, equipment, law and topical discussions, plus Simon Tatham’s essential column

- **At the Helm**
  The person behind the job title: in-depth and incisive interviews with major industry players

- **Bridge Technology**
  The latest developments in navigation, communication, equipment and training for those in the hot seat

- **Engine Room & Propulsion**
  Specifications and updates on new marine engines, propellers, Z-drives, thrusters and emissions reduction

- **In the Spotlight**
  ITS Club members share memories of past conferences, recall their mentors, and advise new industry recruits

- **Training, Safety & Security**
  Safe tug and OSV operation, incidents and lessons learned, security updates and simulator training issues

- **Hybrid & Green Technology**
  Monitoring the cutting-edge of eco-design and fuel efficiency

- **Ice Class**
  Regular coverage of technological developments in the fast-moving field of Arctic exploration

- **Port & Offshore Operations**
  Taking a close look at harbour developments, LNG terminals, oil & gas installations, wind farms, and more

- **Products & Services**
  Essential round-up of the latest developments in on-board equipment and industry services
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